
 

 

AEON – The Emergence of Life 
A life-generating competitive game for 2-6 players ages 10 and up 

 
4 billion years ago, Earth just cooled off and the barrage of comets and 
meteorites is ending. The orange sky is dense with thick clouds. A vast, 
greenish, muddy ocean covers almost the entire planet. Only a few 
black, barren rocks peak through the high waves. Deep in the ocean 
and in a few isolated oases, something is cooking: life is about to 
emerge. 

Overview 
Aeon is a competitive for 2 to 6 players ages 10 and up. 
You control an environment on early Earth where life could have 
emerged. Your goal is to be the first to 
establish a primitive life form with the three basic mechanisms of life: 
membrane, metabolism, and replication, and give it the resources to survive. During each turn, you will: (1) 
place tiles to extend the existing reaction network; (2) obtain resource cubes from the network; and (3) 
invest resources to develop life in your environment. 

Setup 
1. Give each player an environment card and four gray tracking cubes. Put any remaining cards and 

tracking cubes back in the box. 
2. Set aside the yellow, blue, orange, and black resource cubes as a common pool. 
3. Give each player 3 yellow energy cubes from the common pool (unless otherwise specified on their 

environment card). 
4. Place the 3 starting tiles at the center of the table 

as in the figure (make sure the border colors 
alternate). 

5. Decide who starts: either the oldest player (the 
one born closest to the origin of life) or a random 
player starts the game. 

Play 
Each player’s turn is composed of three actions. Play them in this order: 

1. Network: draw and place reaction tiles 
2. Chemistry: obtain resources from the reaction network 
3. Development: invest resources to improve life 

Turns proceed clockwise: after you finish your Development action, the player on your left starts with their 
Network action. 

As soon as a player has established all three mechanisms of life and has three 
resource cubes of each color, the game ends immediately. That player wins. 

Contents 
• 117 reaction tiles 
• 3 starting tiles 
• 1 bag 
• 85 resource cubes 

(40 yellow, 15 each 
orange, black, and blue) 

• 24 gray tracking cubes 
• 6 environment cards 
• 1 six-sided dice 



 

 

 

The Network action: Drawing and placing a tile 
Reaction tiles build the reaction networks that generate the resources 
for life. Arrows indicate inputs and outputs of the reaction. Colors of 
the border indicate elements involved in the reaction: carbon (black), 
nitrogen (blue), and phosphorus (orange). 
There are three types of tiles, representing different parts of a chemical reaction network: 

1. Reactions between simple molecules build reaction networks. Some reactions are  
 exothermic and add an energy cube to the products (see Chemistry action below). 
2. Sources provide simple molecules at the start of networks. 
3. Products produce complex biomolecules at the end of networks.  

 
It is extremely unlikely, but if there is no place for any of the drawn tiles (not even a useless or inconvenient 
spot), put the tiles back in the bag and draw again. 
 

Tip: The flip side of tiles is the mirror image of the tile. 

The Chemistry action: Collecting 
Resources 
Colored resource cubes represent different 
resources for prebiotic chemistry. 
Yellow energy cubes run chemical reactions and 
decrease randomness in life mechanisms. 
Reactions produce biomolecule cubes: black fatty 
acids, blue amino acids, and orange nucleotides. 
These  are the necessary ingredients to establish 
life mechanisms. 
Store resource cubes on your environment card. 

There are two rules for placing tiles 
Match the arrows (outputs must be 
next to inputs). 
Match the colors (carbon next 
carbon, etc.). Colorless borders only 
match with other colorless borders. 
 

Optional Rule: Buffer tile 
During your Network action, you may store one tile 
as “buffer” on your environment card. In future 
turns, you will be able to use the tile instead of the 
ones you draw. You may discard your buffer tile at 
any time. You may exchange your buffer tile for 
one of the tiles you draw during your Network 
action. You cannot have more than one buffer tile. 

Optional Rule: Tile replacement 
Instead of placing a new tile next to an existing 
ones, you may replace an existing tile. Discard the 
existing tile to the bag and put the new one in its 
place. The new tile must match borders and 
arrows of its existing neighbors (borders, arrows). 
Source tiles cannot be replaced this way. 

As your Chemistry action, you may do one of 
the following: 
a. Run a reaction network and collect 

resources (see Run reaction networks). 
b. Collect energy: remove all cubes from a 

source and keep half of them (round up) or 
collect one energy cube from the common 
pool. 

c. Discard 4 energy cubes from your 
environment to collect one biomolecule 
cube from the common pool.  

d. Do nothing. 

As your Network action, draw 4 
tiles from the bag and place one on 
the board. 



 

 

Run reaction networks 
To run a reaction network, place an energy cube from 
your environment on each source tile you want to 
activate. Each of those is now activated. It remains 
activated until the end of your turn. 
Leave the energy cubes you used on the source tiles. 
 
You can activate as many source tiles as you wish 
(provided you have enough energy), but you must 
activate them all at the same time. 
 
Once you activated a source tile, all of its outputs are 
equally active. 
 

Tip: Try not to run too low on energy. It can be hard to build back a reserve or run 
reactions if you have less than 2 cubes. 

 
EXAMPLE: 

The product tiles in the top row do not produce 
resources: 
• An additional input is not connected 
• The product tile has an unconnected input 
• The reaction path does not end in a product 
tile 
The bottom row shows one way to fix them. 
 

EXAMPLE: 
Anne activates two sources by putting an 
energy cube on each. 
The top right and bottom left product tiles 
produce resources. 
Altogether, the network produces: 
• one amino acid 
• one nucleotide 
• two energy cubes 

Anne can keep all the energy cubes but must discard one of the biomolecules. She decides 
to keep the amino acid and discards the nucleotide. 

Applying bonuses from mechanisms of life 
Mechanisms of life boost the resources production from reactions by providing bonuses. 
You only get bonuses only from mechanisms you already established (see Development action). 
 

All product tiles that have every input 
connected to a source you just activated 
produce resources. 
Reactions requiring additional inputs 
(not connected to activated sources), 
products having inputs not connected to 
activated sources, and reactions not 
connected to any product tile do not 
produce resources. 

From all resources produced this turn, 
collect: 
• all the energy cubes 
• up to one biomolecule cube. The 

others diffuse away (are discarded to 
the common pool). 



 

 

To use the mechanism, you must roll the die and get a number equal or higher to your Free energy. 
Each roll applies the chosen bonus to one 
cube that was produced by reactions during 
the current Chemistry action. 
You can use the same mechanism on as 
many cubes as you want, but only once per 
cube. 
Each mechanism gives a distinct bonus: 

• Membrane prevents a biomolecule 
cube from diffusing away: keep a 
biomolecule cube you otherwise had 
to discard. 

• Metabolism converts between the two resource types. 
Decide on the direction of conversion: either energy to biomolecule or biomolecule to energy. 
The direction of the conversion is then fixed for this turn (you cannot convert one energy cube to 
biomolecule and a biomolecule to energy during the same turn). 
If the roll for metabolism fails, the resource is lost (discard the cube). 
Biomolecules produced by Metabolism do not diffuse away (keep them automatically). 

• Replication produces a copy of a biomolecule. 
Biomolecules produced by Replication do not diffuse away (keep them automatically). 
Replication cannot be applied to cubes produced by Replication (you cannot copy a copy) or cubes 
that would be discarded to diffusion. 
Replication can be applied to biomolecule cubes produced with Metabolism. 

EXAMPLE: 
Anne has Membrane and Replication already established, her Free energy track is at 4. 
She runs the same reaction network as in the previous example. 
She keeps the amino acid cube. 
• She tries to use Membrane to keep the 

nucleotide. 
• She rolls 4 (equal to her Free energy), 

so she can keep the nucleotide 
• She tries to use Replication to copy 

both biomolecules 
• She rolls 5 (higher than her Free 

energy) for the nucleotide, so she can 
copy it 

• She rolls 3 (less than her Free energy) 
for the amino acid, so she cannot copy it 

In total: Anne collects one amino acid and two nucleotide cubes, along with all the energy 
cubes produced in the reaction. 

Alternative Chemistry actions: collect or exchange energy 
Instead of running a reaction network, you may use your Chemistry action to do one of the following: 

• Remove all the energy cubes accumulated on a source tile on the board. Keep half of them (round 
up) and discard the rest to the common pool. 

IMPORTANT: Life mechanisms only apply when 
collecting the resources from reactions, NOT to 
resources obtained in other ways or resources 
you obtained in past turns. 

Life mechanisms improve reaction productivity: 
• Membrane: avoid discarding biomolecules 
• Metabolism: turn energy into biomolecules 

(and vice versa) 
• Replication: double biomolecules 
 

(Must roll equal or higher to your Free Energy to apply) 



 

 

• Collect one energy cube from the common pool. 
• Exchange four energy cubes from your environment to collect one biomolecule cube (of the type 

you choose) from the common pool. 
• Do nothing. If you do nothing, you forfeit the Chemistry action: you cannot save actions for future 

turns. 

Energy limits for players and sources 
If you end your turn with more than 7 energy cubes, discard down to 7. 
 
Each source tile can have at most twice as many energy cubes on it as players in a game. 
(so in a 4-player game, each source can carry up to 8 energy cubes) 
A source already carrying the maximal amount of energy cannot be activated without any special power. 

The Development action: investing Resources 
Use the gray token cubes to track the development 
of life in your environment by putting them on the 
appropriate spaces on your environment card. 

Establish a mechanism of life 
To establish one of the three basic mechanism of 
life, use the development action and discard one 
fatty acid, one amino acid, one nucleotide, and one 
energy cube. 
You can establish mechanisms in any order. 
Once established, a mechanism remains established forever, you cannot establish the same mechanism 
twice. 
Starting with your next turn, you can apply the bonuses provided by the mechanism when collecting 
resources. 
If, when you establish your third mechanism, you also have three cubes of each type, the game ends 
immediately. You win. 

Advance on the Free energy track 
To store Free energy, discard three energy cubes to the common pool and advance the gray token cube one 
step on the Free energy track in your environment card. 
From your next turn, you will have more chances to get bonuses from your established life mechanisms.

Optional Rule: Supplying unconnected inputs 
While activating source tiles, you may place 
biomolecule cubes on the border of other tiles’ 
unconnected inputs (the color of the border and of 
the cube must match).  
Discard these cubes to the common pool at the 
end of your chemistry action. 

Optional Rule: Exhaustion 
You can activate a source tile already carrying the 
maximal energy by placing two energy cubes on it. 
The source tile works normally, but is discarded 
back to the tile bag at the end of this Chemistry 
action. 

As your Development action, you may do one 
of the following: 
a. Establish a life mechanism (discard one 

resource cube of each type) 
b. Advance one step on the Free energy track 

(discard 3 energy cubes).  
c. Do nothing. 

As soon as a player has established all three mechanisms of life and has three 
resource cubes of each color, the game ends immediately. That player wins. 



 

 

FAQ 
• Can I use the energy I just collected during my Chemistry action this turn to run another reaction? 

No. You are allowed to take only one Chemistry action each turn. 
• Do I have to use two energy cubes to activate a source tile with two outputs? 

No. Once you activate a source tile with one energy cube, all of its outputs are equally active. 
• Can I pay more resources to advance twice on the Free energy track? Or establish two mechanisms? 

Or advance on the Free energy track while establishing a mechanism? 
No. Each advancement counts as your Development action. You can only take the Development 
action once per turn. 

• Can I use Metabolism on biomolecule cubes that would be discarded anyway? 
Yes. Provided that you have metabolism already established and that you decided to convert 
biomolecules to energy for this turn. 

• I just used my Development action this turn to establish a mechanism, can I apply its bonus to the 
cubes I obtained in reactions this turn? 
No. The bonus from a mechanism only applies from the turn after that mechanism was established. 

• Can I take my Development action before my Chemistry action? 
No. Actions must be taken in order: Network first, then Chemistry, then Development. 

• Can I establish Replication first, even if it’s the last on my card? 
Yes. You can establish mechanisms in any order you prefer. 
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